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OPERATION OF A 100000 VOLT TRANSFORMER
. OBJECT
It has been noticed by engineers operating* high tension transmission
stations, that soinetiDies on olosing the transformer switches excess voltages
occur on the high tension side. These excessive voltages occur only on
olosing the primary circuit and manifest themselves by sparking between the
high tension lines.
It is the object of this thesis to investigate these excess voltages
and their causes, and to devise some remedy for preventing the same.
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II. TRANSFORMER EMPLOYED IN TESTS
The transformer employed In all the experisients is a 100000 volt trans-
forrer, built as a thesis for the degree of B.fi., 1906, by Messrs. Hellman
and Dixon. It has a oapaoity of 10 K.W. wound for 440 volts, 60 cycles p
primary. Both primary and secondary ooils are divided, the transfonner being
of the core type. The transfonner is immersed in kerosene, and for safety,
as irell as to diminish the strain on the high tension windings, the middle
point of the latter is connected to the core which is permanently groimded.
For further particulars concerning the transformer, see the thesis
referred to.
III. SPARK CAP:-
As the voltages to be measured exist only momentarily, it was necessary
to employ a voltmeter that, besides measuring voltages of 100000 volts md
above, would give indications of momenteo-y voltages. It might have been
possible to employ a test ooil and ballistic galvanometer, but this method
has the disadvantage that, in case of leakfiige, the result wotild be erroneous;
besides this method would take considerable time, and in a case like this,
where hundreds of readings had to be taken, it would not be practical.
It was, therefore, decided at the outset to employ a spso'k gap. No
such instrument existed in the laboratory, and consequently had to be con-
structed. The specifications issued by the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers were not then published, and we had to use our own judgment.
Fig. 1 shows the dimensions of the spark gap, and Fig. 2 shows a
photograph of the same. Marble was used for foundation and brass for the
rods, A grooved pulley w€is placed on post A to allow the gap to be operated
by means of a silk cord from a distance. The calibration for this spark gap
was obtained from the Stand€U?dization Report, 1907, of the American Institute
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of Eleotrieal Engineers, and vere transferred directly to the scale of the
spark gap, so that the voltage could be read directly. It is not known de-
finitely whether the spark gap gives the maximum voltage or the effective
voltage, or what, but it seems to us that it is most likely to indicate the
maximum voltage, inasmuch as it depends for its indication xrpon the breakdown
of air Insulation. It will be assumed, therefore, in this treatise that all
spark gap readings are maximum voltages, while it is of little significance
whether it is maximtm or effective.
According to the spark gap specifications issued recently by the Jteeri-
can Institute there should be placed in series with the spark gap a re-
sistance - in ohms - equal to half the maxirnxm voltage for which the instru-
ment is built. Ab in the present case the spark gap was built for 100000
volts, 50000 ohms had to be inserted. The resistance was obtained by means
of graphite enclosed in a glass tube about 10 feet long, and l/4 inch in
diameter.
IV. iffiRANGBlflSlIT OF APPARATUS
The transformer is located In a special room in the basement of the
Electrical Engineering laboratory. To prevent any accident all possible
seifety devices were employed. Fig. 3 is a plan of the laboratory; Fig. 4,
the diagram of the connections, and Fig. 5 a photograph showing the general
arrangement
.
An iron fence encloses all high tension circuits and apparatus. At-
tached to the gate is the handle of a switch arranged in such a way that
,
whenever the gate is opened the switch opens automatically, opening the
primary circuit of the transformer. A grounded wire netting was suspended
over the high tension circuits to prevent static disturbances in the wires
attached, to the ceiling.
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Tho currant was obtained from a 440 volt 60 oyole ffostinghouse Rotary
converter of 10 K.W, capacity, belt driven by a festinghouse 16 Hp motor.
These machines are located in the mean laboratory, aid the generator was
connected to the high tension laboratory through the main switchboards.
The voltage was controlled by means of a stove pipe rheostat adjacent to the
switchboard in the basement.
v. PRELIMINARY TESTS
¥ith these arrangements and apparatus the preliminary tests were started
to ascertain to what extent the excess voltages referred to manifest them-
selves
.
Needles - ^ - were used in the spark gap as electrodes, and these were
renewed whenever a discharge or sparlc went across the gap to maintain con-
stant conditions. The primary voltage was raised until the spark gap in-
dicated the voltage desired. Tlie prinary voltage was then maintained con-
stant and the switch closed and opened a number of times to determine the
highest secondary voltage obtainable on closing the circuit. It was found
that the momentary secondary voltage rises as high as 40^ above the normal
one time out of 26 times that the circuit is closed.
VI. THEORY:-
The secondfiiry voltage of a transformer is equal to the time rate of
change of flux. Hence these excess voltages must be due to a high rate of
change of flux on closing the primary circuit. It was, therefore, natural
to assume that this high rate of change of flux might be due to residual
Note: In what follows, primary is used to signify the low
tension, and secondary the high tension side of the transformer.
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magnetisro in the iron of the transformer. If magnetised in one direction
and the switch is olosed so as to produce a flux in the other direction there
would be a high rate of change of flux. Suppose, in Fig, 6, the iron is
magnetised to the point "a", and that the circuit is closed on the point of
b
Fig. 6.
the E. M. F, wave since on open secondary the flux is practically in
phase with the primary ciirrent, the flux will have to change so as to be in
phase with the current. Let the change take place along the curve a-a'; it
is seen that the change is much more rapid than during normal action, and
this would result in excess secondary voltage.
Let us next ignore the residual magnetism. Is it not possible that a
hi^ rate of change of flux can be produced even if the iron is demagnetised?
It has been stated by Professor Morgan Brooks that the zreactanoe of a trans-
former, 80 far as it depends upon the magnetising of the iron core, is absent
on first closing the primary circuit; the initial current-rush being limited
by the impedance of the winding considered as a solenoid without a core.
As the core rapidly attains normal synchronous activity, the impedance rapidly
increases to full value, reducing the current to normal. Although the entire
action may be completed in a fraction of a second, there is nevertheless time
for disastrous surges. Hence, if the normal voltage bo impressed ui)on this
4
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primary low-reeletanoe winding, an excessive current will tend to flow. Ae
the Iron becomes rapidly magnetized, a high induced voltage will be pro-
duced in the priraary that will irmediately check this current, causing a
rapid rate of change of flux, since on open secondary the flux practically
is in phase with the current. See Fig. 7.
Fig, 7.
VII. SPECIAL SLIP-RIHG DEVICE:-
It Is evident that in order to obtain any reliable results it is
necessary to know at what point of the E. M, F, wave the circuit is closed,
because the excess voltage varies considerably with the point of closing.
Consequently a device had to be constructed by means of which the primary
oould be closed at definite points of the E. M. F. wave and remain closed,
as under operating conditions. A contact method would not do, because as soon
as the circuit was closed, it would again be opened, allowing no time for
the current to flow. The operation was brought about by means of a special
slip-ring attached to the generator shaft. This slip-ring when developed.
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appeara as in Fig. 8. A is the slip-ring,
consisting of a part C of brass, and a
part D of fibre. B is a caia-shaped
oylinder revolving on the sarre shaft as
A and keyed to it , but free to nove
ajcially on the shaft. Stippose now that
the brush is at "a" and that the rings
are in the position shown. If B is
pushed in the direction of the arrow, d,
while the shaft is rotating, B will get
in contact with the brush and push it
along, and if moved rapidly enoiigh, the
brush will make contact with the brass
at E; if not, the cam will lose contact with the brush, but will regain it
after part of a revolution, and will finally cause the brush to make contact
at E. The cam should be moved fast enough so that the bi*ush is pushed from
"m" to "n" in one revolution of the shaft. A photograph of the attaobnent
is shown in Fig. 9. Current is fed to the slip-ring by means of a fixed
brush, as seen from the photograph.
For "Reliability of Results" by means of this attachment, see later.
Fig. 8
Fis.9
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VIII. SSmRATOR E. M. F. WA^TS MD GRADUATION:-
The generator E. M. F. was determined by the contact nethod. Connections
were made as shown in Fig. 10, A contact piece was fastened to the slip-ring,
and a brass spring substituted for the brush, adjusted so as to barely touch
the contact piece. The brushholder
From
I
Tfas so arranged that it would be re-
Gsnerator v!^/ volved, producing contact at any
I—I Fig. /o7\
1 point of the E. M, F, wave.
The zero points were first determined; then the ^aduated scale was
fastened in place, and readings were taken for every 9 degrees. The ourve
resulting is shown in Plate 2, plotted from the data given by Table 1.
IX. VARIATIOK OF SECONDARY VOLTAGE ON CLOSING THE CIRCUIT AT DIFFERENT POINTS
OF THE E. M. F, FAVE:-
We were now prepared to begin the actual tests. The first step was to
investigate the secondary voltages on closing the primary at different points
of the E. M. F. wave. Connections were made as shown in Fig. 4, employing the
special slip-ring attachment. Assiaming at this point of our investigations
that the secondary voltages are affected by the residual magnetism of the
transformer iron, a series of readings were taken for secondary voltages on
closing the primary circuit every 18 degrees along the E. M, F. wave from
zero to 360 degrees, demagnetising the transformer iron previous to every
reading.
After having demagnetized the transformer, by gradually reducing the
E. M. F. to zero by means of the stove-pipe rheostat, shown by Fig. 4, the
primary switches were closed with the slip-ring set so as to close the cir-
ouit on the desired point of the E. M. F, wave, and with the brush on the
fibre. The circuit was then closed by pushing the brush on to the brass ring.

This was repeated for the same point of the E. M. P. wave until a spark gap
distanoe was foiand for whioh a spark bsirely passed across the gap
giving the seoondary voltage ooourring on closing the oirouit at that point.
The generator voltage was maintained constant throughout the test at such a
value as to give a normal spark gap reading of 50000 volts.
RESULTS:- The result of this test is shown by Table 2, and the cor-
responding curve on Plate 3, It is seen from this curve that the secondary
voltage is highest on closing the primary oirouit at the maximum points of the
E. M. F. wave, positive and negative, and lowest on closing the primary circuit
at the zero points. While the normal operating secondary voltage was 50000
volts, the voltage on closing the circuit rises as high ajs 71000 volts, and
never falls below 54000 volts; that is, ^ i£ impossible to close the primary
switch so as not to produce a secondary voltage in excess of the normal .
RELIABILITY OF RESULTS:- The variation of the seoondary voltage, as read
by means of the spark gap, on closing the primary oirouit at the same point of
the E. M. F. wave, amounts to about S^o; this variation may be due partly to
non-tiniforraity of the points of the needles used in the spark gap, and partly
to imperfections in the circuit-closing device.
X. EFFECT OP RESIDUAL MAGNETISM :-
Having determined the variation of the secondary excess voltage on
closing the primary circuit the object of the next tests is to investigate
the causes of these voltages. As mentioned above it has been generally be-
lieved, that these excess voltages are chiefly due to residual magnetism in
the transformer iron. If this were the case, a variation of secondary
voltage would result by closing the primary circuit at the sane point of the
E, M. F, wave, with the transformer iron magnetized first in one direction
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ard then in the opioosite direction. The transformer used is veil adapted
for 8uoh a test on account of the unusually high residual magnetism of its
iron. The hysteresis ourve for the transformer is shown on Plate 1, shoring
a residual magnetisir of about 65^. This ourve was obtained by the increment
method by means of a test coil and bcdlistio galvanometer.
Three sets of experiments were performed;
1. The transformer iron was magnetized, say positively, by means of 25
amperes direct current, which is the full load primary oxurrent; the D, C«
circuit was then removed, and the A, C, switches closed with the slip-ring
brush on the fibre. The circuit was then closed at the desired point in the
manner described above. This was repeated until the saoondary voltage was
«iscertained,
8, The transformer iron was then magnetized in the opposite (negative)
direction by means of the same current, md the test repeated as before.
3, Finally the transformer iron was demagnetized and the secondary
voltage on the closing the primary determined as before.
This procedure was repeated for every 18 degrees along the E, M. F. curve.
RESITLT:- The result of these tests is shown by Table 3, and the cor-
responding curves on Plate 4 on which are plotted the results for the three
distinct conditions. It is seen that the curves are very similar and that
the numerical values are substantially the same regsirdless of previous
magnetization. Remembering that the readings for the same points of the
E. M. F, wave were taken imder exactly the same conditions the conclusion
must be drawn, that the residual magnetism has no effect upon the secondary
excess voltage . It should also be remembered that the transformer iron in
the present case has a residual magnetism of 6S^, and should consequently
show a very marked effect, if residual magnetism were the cause of the excess
secondary voltages. By QOf residual magnetism, we mean a residual magnetism
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vhioh is 685^ of the magnetism to which the transformer is carried under full
voltage full load conditions. This 65^ would be about equal to lOO^o of the
magnetism of the transformer, when operated at one half voltage, as was
neoessary in these experiments, to guard against breakdowns when the circuit
was closed at critical points of the K. M, P. wave.
XI. PRniARY CUERENT OJJ CLOSIHG CIRCUIT:-
Being satisfied, that the secondary excess voltage is not due to residual
magnetism, the next step was to Investigate the primary current on closing
the primary circuit. This was done by means of an electromagnet of great
sensitiveness. It was a Western Electric Telephone-Switchboard Signal, with
a drop, actuated by the electro-magnet, ae shown in Fig. 11.
1
Fig. II
This electromagnet weis placed in shunt with a variable resistance, the
latter being in series with the transformer primary. The connections are
shown in Fig. 12.
^-^y-^^-^r^.t^-.r^r'^
Transformer
Primaty
Resistance
Electro-
magnet
Fig. IZ.
The experiment is based upon the assumption, verified by several trials
both with direct and alternating current, that it always takes the same
minimum current to actuate the drop of the electromagnet, whether the current

D/Q^rarrj ofConnections used for
Determining the fli/sh of Primary C u rrent o n
C/OS/tig the Pr/rnory Circuit of the
Trp r? s fo r/n er
Teiep/iotie drop
Prinnary
JUUUJUUUUilJU
Secondary
\
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is started siiddenly or gradually. Slnoe the impedance of the magnet coil u
is constant for this actuating current, it will take a constant Biinimun
E. M. F. to produce this constant current, i.e. to actuate the electromagnet
necessitates a constant minimim potential difference across the non-inductive
resistance, R, Calling this nininxxm potential difference E_. , the variable
resistance R, and the primary current I
I
' R.
Epjj^jj is established once for all by means of a voltmeter. The variable re-
sistance vas in this case a 60 ohm rheostat, and this was calibrated for every
contact point.
In performing the experiment the usual connections were made, (Fig. 4)
with the arrangement mentioned above in the circuit. The primary was closed
by means of the slip-ring attachment and the variable resistance, R, varied
until, on closing the circuit, the electromagnet was barely actuated. Know-
ing E^iyj and R, the current was calculated. This operation was repeated for
every 18 degrees along the E. M. F. wave.
RESULTS:- The result of this experiment is shown on plate 5 curves I,
showing both the variation in secondary voltage, and primary curr^it on clos-
ing the pricary circuit. It is seen that, while the normal primary current,
on open secondary, is 1,5 amperes, the current on closing the circuit rises
as high as to IV amperes, and never drops below 6 amperes, even at the best
point of closing. It is also seen that the rush of current is the least when
the secondary voltage is the highest and vice versa, i.e. if the primary
is closed, when the E. M. P. is at the highest point on the wave, the current
is small, while the time rate of change of current is large, as proved by
excess secondary voltage test (see Art, IX.); and if closed on the zero
point of the E, M. F, wave, the current rises to a much higher value, but the
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riee is more gradual, producing less rate of change of flux and consequently
lower secondary voltage. It must be borne in mind that these curves are not
the actual waves, they show the variation of the first rush of prinsury cur-
rent, and the variation of the initial secondary voltage on closing the
primary circuit at different points of the E, M. P. wave.
XII. RBMEDY FOR PREVENTING EXCESS VOLTAGES AND RUSH OF CURRENT ON CLOSING
PRIMARY CIRCUIT :-
It has been stated previously in this report that the theory advanced
to explain the rush of current, causing the excess voltage on closing the
primary circuit, is that iron does not become magnetized at the instant of
closing the circuit. This suggested a remedy, namely, to employ an inductance
coil without iron core in series with the primary on closing the circuit.
This was tried; the connections were similar to those shown in Fig. 4, with
a core-less inductance of .01 henries in series with the primary. The method
of conducting the test was like the on© previously described in Art. IX,,
and values were obtained for the rush of current end secondary E. M. F. on
closing the circuit every 18^ along the E, M. F, curve.
RESULTS:- The results of these tests are shown by Table 4, plotted on
Plate 5 curves II. It is seen that a marked reduction both in the primary
rush of current, and secondary voltage is obtained by means of the coreless
Inductance, confirming the theory. The maximum secondary voltage has been re-
duced from 66000 volts to 62000 volts, or about 7fo, while the primary maxi-
mum rush of current has been reduced from 17 amperes to 8 amperes, or about
50^0.
With a larger inductance even more reduction may be possible, thus in-
proving the conditions miaterially, reducing the liability of breakdown on
closing the circuits.
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The inductance, if employed to improve operating conditions, should, of
course, be shortcircuited after the switches have been closed.
XIII. ACTUAL E. M. F« AND CURRENT WAVES ON CLOSING PRIMARY CIRCUIT AS OBTAINED
BY OSCILLOSRAPK:-
To demonstrate further the rush of primary current on closing the cir-
cuit and its relation to the priwary and secondary E. M. F.'s, it vas de-
cided to try to obtain the actual curves by means of the oscillograph. The
connections for the current curve are shown in Fig. 13.
From
Generator
Trans former
Prim ary
ivVWVWt
'
^SAAAA—
D. C. 110 Vo/Ts
yibrator Mirror
ttm\m^P=^:^ Galvanometer f,e/c/
Fig. /3.
An Iron wire R was placed in series with the primary circuit, and the vibrator
of the oscillograph galvanometer was placed in shunt with this resistance.
The current curve was easily reproduced on the screen, and the rush on
closing the circuit was beautifully shown. By closing and shortly afterwards
opening the circuit continually at a definite point of the E. M. F. wave by
means of our slip-ring attachment (see Art. VII.) without employing the cam,
it was made possible to get an apparently permanent curve on the oscillograph
screen, showing the actual current curve on closing the primary circuit. This
curve was traced directly from the screen for every 18 degrees along the
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E. M, F. irave, and the results eire shown on Plates 6, 7, and 8. These curves
show plainly that the current rush is largest on closing the circuit at the
aero point of the E, M, F, wave, and least on closing it at the maximum points,
A siwilar set of curves were obtained with the ,01 heru*y core-less in-
ductance (see Art. XII,) in series with the primary circuit. These curves,
shown on Plates 9, 10, aid 11, show a inaterial reduction of the rush of cur-
rent on closing the primary with the core-less Inductance in the circuit,
verifying our previous experiment, described in Art. XI. As these curves do
not prove entirely satisfactory, showing only one half of a cycle, and not
showing the current in its relation to the primary and secondary E. M. F.,
it seemed desirable to have all three curves - primary and secondary voltage,
and primary current - reproduced simultaneously on a photographic film on
closing the primary circuit.
Ho difficulties were encountered in reproducing these curves on the
screen, but owing to mechanical complications in connection with the oscillo-
graph and lantern, relatively few of the total number of film.s exposed -
amounting to about 50 films - are of any scientific value. The first set of
photographs were taken on closing the circuit by means of the slip-ring at-
tachment, in order to be sure to know on which point of the E. M. F. wave the
circuit was closed. This operation was, however, found unnecessary, as the
curves record the point of closing more definitely themselves. In taking
the second set of curves an ordinary switch was, therefore, employed, closing
the circuit at random. This made the operation of taking the pictures less
complicated, and the results are more satisfactory.
Prints from the negatives thus obtained are shown on Plates 12, 13, end
14, these ctirves being the most representative curves obtained.
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CAUSES OF EXCESS SECONDARY VOLTAGES ON CLOSING THE PRIiCARY CIRCUIT :-
Very interesting deductions can be made from the otirves obtained by
means of the oscillograph.
1. They demonstrate in the first place that the theory described in
Art. VI., namely, that the iron-core of an induction-coil does not become aa
magnetic at the instant of closing the circuit, does not hold true. It is
seen from the oscillograph curves, that at the instant of closing the primary
circuit the secondary E.M, F. innediately rises to its full value and even
above. That this voltage is due to no other source than the magnetic in-
ductance in the transformer iron-core is evident from the fact that the test
coil employed was wound at right angle to the primary coils as shown in
Fig. 14. ( Test Coil
Fig
. /4.
Although the theory referred to has thus proved to be wrong, it has been use-
ful in suggesting ways and means of investigation, and of remedying the ex-
cess seoondarj'' voltages and the primary rush of current on closing the cir-
cuit. It was this theory that suggested a core-less inductance to be em-
ployed on closing the circuit, which proved to be a satisfactory remedy for
the evils.
2. Secondly, the curves show that the exor^sis secondary voltages are not due
to the rush of current on closing the circuit, since this abnorral current
occurs after ttve excess voltage has disappesired.
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3, Thirdly, it is seen that on closing the circuit near the maximm
point of the E. M. F. curve violent vibrations take place, both of E. M. F. 's
and current. The primary E, M. F. rises in some Instances 25^ above normal,
and this is only possible by a current passing in opposite direction to the
E. U. F.
,
causing a negative drop through the generator armature. The photo-
graphs verify this theory, showing the current in opposition to the E, M. F.
when the latter rises above normal. The vibrations of the secondary E. M, F.
correspond to those of the current. Hence the conclusion seems justified
that the excess secondary voltages on closing the circuit are due to rapid
vibrations of the current which in turn are due to the slots in the armature
of the generator, and that the abnormal current occurring later has no ef-
fect as far as the initial excess voltages are concerned. We feel justified
In saying that these rapid fluctuations of current are diie to the slots
in the armature, because they are of a frequency corresponding to the nximber
of slots in the armature.
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4, Althoiigh the rush of primary currant due to closing the primary cir-
cuit on different points of the E, II. F. wave has no apparent effect upon the
secondary voltage, it is interesting in this connection to note the peculiar
shape of the current curve.
It is seen in the first place, that the rush of current is largest on
closing the circuit near the zero point of the E. M. F. wave, and least on
closing it near the maximum point of the same, verifying our previous experi-
ments. It is further seen that the current rises to abnormal values only in
one direction, then falls to normal in the opposite direction, and again rises
abnornally - but not as high as before - in the same direction. This continues
for severed cycles, the peak becoming lower and lower for every succeeding
cycle, eund finally disappears.
An explanation of this phenomenon is here attempted:
Suppose the transformer iron is magnetized due to residual maignetism in
the same direction in which the current will tend to flow on closing the cir-
cuit. This current will then have little effect upon the magnetic condition
of the iron, and the rate of change of flux will be small, hence the counter
E. M, F. or induced E. M. F. due to this flow of current will be less than
normal, allowing an abnorm.al current to flow. As the current decreases to
zero the residual magnetism remains in the iron, and any current tending to
flow in the opposite direction will cause a large rate of change of flux,
setting up a high induced E, M. F. which will immediately check the increas-
ing current. This small current decreases - but does not remove - tlie
original residual magnetism, and consequently a similar rush of current eis
took place on first closing the circuit will be produced at the beginning of
the second cycle. As the residual magnetism gradually decreases, the rush of
current will also decrease, and finally totally disappear^ as the photographs
show. This effect will be more pronounced on closing the circuit on the zero
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point than on the maiimuni point of the E, M. F. curve, because on the zero
point the E, M. F. is rising, while on the maximuir point it is beginning to
deorease. For the sane reason the rush of current should be larger on closing
the circuit on the rising part of the E. M, F. curve than on the decreasing
part. If the iron is perfectly demagnetized the rush of current should be
less than if it is msignetized in either direction. If magnetized in the op-
posite direotion to that in which the current tends to flow, the current dur-
ing the first half cycle will be normal. This normal current not being able tc|
demagnetize the iron, will leave it magnetized in the opposite direction, and
as the current starts in that direotion, the ovirrent will cause a small rate
of change of flux with the results stated above. The theory here advanced
has not been verified by experiment otherwise than what the ouinres show; but
it might efiisily be done by means of two similar transformers, connected as
shown in Pig. 15.
($) .
s
The primaries are connected in parallel, with an ammeter in circuit so as to
register any circulating current. The secondaries are connected in opposi-
tion, with a battery and D. C. Ammeter in series, so as to magnetize the
transformers in opposite direction. If the theory advanced holds true,
Ammeter Ag will register a circulating current, on closing the primary circuit
varying with the point of closing the circuit.
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From what has been said it is evident that the rush of current will not
'I II CI'
be the same on closing the circuit on a given point of the E. M. F. wave un-
less the transfonner iron is the same condition every time. The oscillograph
curves give evidence for this; one photograph shows that on closing the cir-
cuit on the zero point there is practically no rush of current. The photo-
graphs show definitely on which point of the E. M. F. curve the circuit ic
closed^ €urid no further explanation is needed.
SUMMARY
The following is a siacmary of the results of these investigations:
1. Excess secondary voltages occur on closing the primary circuit of a
transformer at all points of the E. M. F. wave, the excess voltage being higher
on closing the circuit on the roaximuB point of the wave than on the zero
point. The variation of the excess voltage is from lofo to 40^ above the normal
secondary voltage of the transformer tested under the conditions at which it
was tested.
2. These excess voltages are not dependent upon residual magnetise in
the transformer iron.
3. These excess voltages are caused by a rapid variation of prirary
current on closing the circuit, appearing on the oscillograph photograph as
three zig-zags. Those variations of current are in turn due to the slots of
the armature entering and leaving the magnetic field.
4. A rush of primary current follows the closing of the prlrary cir-
cuit. This current has no influence upon the secondary voltage, occurring
after the excess secondary voltage has disappeared. It may, however, have
damaging effects as it may rise as high a? to 17 am-peres, with a normal
primary current of 1,5 amperes. The cause of this rush of ctxrrent Is the
residual magnetism in the transformer iron, preventing an induced E. M. F, to
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te eet \rp in the primary winding. It takes considerable time for this re-
sidual magnetism to die down, and consequently the rush of current continues -
gradually decreasing - for several oycles, but only during one half of each
cycle.
5. To decrease the excess secondary voltages and rush of primary current
on closing the circuit it is possible to employ a coreless inductance in the
primary circuit on closing the switch. In the test where .01 henry weis placed
in series with the primary, a reduction of 7^ of the normal secondary voltage,
and of 50fo of the primary rush of current, was obtained.
In the case where a generator is used independently on a line, the
primary voltage may be brought up to normal while the transformer switch is
closed; this ^ill prevent both excess secondary voltage and rush of primary
current
.
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APPENDIX.
RESIDUAL MAGMETISM THE CAUSE OF THE RUSH OF PRIMARY CURREOT ON
CLOSING THE PRIMARY CIRCUIT,
To verify the theory proposed in Art XIII p. 18 to explain the rush
of current on closing the primary circuit, the test was performed| that
was suggested in the same article. Connections were made as shovm in
Fig. 15. p. 19. The transformers employed were two 1 K. W. 10 to 1
transformers. 440 volts were iicpressed on the high voltage winding, and
the low voltage winding was connected in series with a 110 volt storage
battery and a lamp bank.
The theory is briefly as follows: If the two transformers be con-
nected in opposition, no current will normally flow due to the primary winding;
hence it should be possible to maintain a constant D, C. current in the
secondary producing an effect equivalent to a constant residual magnetism
in the transformer iron. The result will be a constant excess primary cur-
rent on one side of the axis; and the peaks for one transformer will be in
the opposite direction to those for the other, as illustrated in fig. 16, ^
The first peak will vary in height, depending upon where, on the E.M.F.
wave the circuit is closed. The magnetization is in the direction of the
arrows.
If magnetized up to saturation, it is easily seen that the rush of the
current must be very large in the primary in order to produce any rate of
change of flux in the same direction as that of the magne-tism
,
hence the
rush of current will depend upon the degree of magnetization, or upon the
current in the secondary.
1. See next page
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RESULTS:- With a current of 2 amperes in the secondary, there
was practically no constant excess current in the primaries, while the
rush on closing the circuit was quite material; and when there was a
rush in one transformer, there was none in the other, confirming the theory.
Mien the current in the secondaries was raised to 5 amperes, a constant
excess current flowed in the primary. While the normal primary current
on open secondary is .22 sasperes, this excess current was 1,3 amperes. With
increased secondary current this primary current increased to 5 an^ieres.
The results are shown by the following table:
Table shouiino effect o/^
DC
h
Cons font
PrimQYy
Excess
Current
Mqj( i triim
Pr im CI r/
f^ush oi
Total
Cons fcinT
fxcess Currerrf
SO 5
IT /q8 77
15 3A i.8 €./
T6
4 /5 5.^ 3.3
This table shows besides the constant excess current also the rush
of current on closi/ig the circuit, and also the total current supplied to
the transformers. It is seen that the total current in less than twice the
current for one transformer
,
showing that part of the current is cir-
culating between the transformers.
This test verifies the theory advanced and may be considered
sufficient proof of the same.
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